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- The SME gauge sector;

- The dimensional reduction of the CPT-even gauge 

sector;

-- Investigations of the resulting planar model.

- The dimensional reduction of the nonbirefringent 

CPT-even gauge sector;

Outline:



Standard Model Extension –SME

� Conceived by Colladay & Kostelecky as an extension of 
the Minimal Standard Model. [PRD 55,6760 (1997); PRD 58, 
116002 (1998).]

� The underlying theory undergoes spontaneous breaking 
of Lorentz symmetry.

� Conceived as a speculation for probing a fundamental 
model for describing the Planck scale physics endowed 
with SSB of Lorentz covariance (high energy scale – 1019 

GeV). Issue relevant for Planck scale physics.

� The low-energy effective model incorporates Lorentz-
violating terms in all sectors of interaction.

� Lorentz covariance is broken in the frame of particles but 
is preserved in the observer frame.

� The renormalizability, gauge invariance and energy-
momentum conservation of the effective model are 
preserved.



The CPT-even sector of SME

Properties of the Riemann tensor:

Starting 
point:

The tensor  KF has 19 components

Double null trace:



Parametrization of the tensor

Parametrization of the tensor KF in terms of 3 x 3 matrices:

,   
DE HB

K K →

,   
DB HE

K K → Contain 8 parity-odd components

Contain 11 parity-even components



Parity Matrix parametrization

Parity-even 
matrices:

Parity-odd 
matrices:



Parity-odd sector of the tensor KF:

There are 8  parity-odd components  (of tensor  KF) -
located at the matrices  KDB e KHE :

Birefringence data impose stringent constraints at 
the matrices  KDB e KHE :

[V.A. Kostelecky,  M. Mewes, PRL 87, 251304 (2001); PRD 66, 056005 (2002)].



Nonbirefringent parity-odd sector

It leads to: 

From the definition: 

Hence: the matrix KDB becomes anti-symmetric.

It remains 3 independent parameters:

[A. Kobakhidze and B. Mckeller, PRD 76, 093004 (2007)].



Dispersion relation for parity-odd 

components [Phys. Rev.D80, 125040 (2009)]

� Both modes lead to the same phase velocity: the 
theory is nonbirefringent. 

At first order:



The parity-even sector of tensor K
F

The tensor KF contains 11 parity-even components 
located at:



Birefringence limitations on the parity-even 

sector:

� From the 11 components enclosed in the 

matrices Ke+ and Ke-, the five ones of matriz Ke+  

are constrained to the level of 1 part in 1032. 

� The 6 remaining components belong to the 

matrix Ke- and to the trace element.

� These components are nonbirefringent and 

must  be constrained by other methods. 

= 0 
e

K
+Birefringence implies: DE HB

K K=−⇒

The remaining components are located at : e
K

−



Dimensional reduction

� This procedure consists in:

1. Freezing the third spatial components of the 
vectors:

2. Splitting the third spatial component from 
the body of the vectors.

The 4-potential obeys the prescription:



Dimensional reduction

Definitions:

Lagrangian in (1+3) dimensions:



Planar Lagrangian - with the new 

definitions:

� This planar theory is composed of a gauge 
sector,  a scalar sector with noncanonical 
kinetic term, and a coupling term 
represented by the tensor  Tµβσ .

THE PLANAR LAGRANGIAN IS:



Some properties of the tensors:

The tensor Z has the simmetries of the Riemann tensor:

The tensors C and T present:



Number of Lorentz-violating components:

� The planar theory comprises 19 LIV independent 
components: the same number encompassed by the 
tensor KF.

It has 6 components

It has 9 components

It has 6 components

It eliminates 1 component.

It eliminates 1 component.



The Planar Electromagnetic Sector

� The electromagnetic sector is represented 

by:

The symmetries of the tensor Z lead to six 
independent components, namely:



Parametrization for the six components:

� With it, we have:



Full Lagrangian and Parity behavior

Under parity:

12 components parity-even;

9 components parity-odd; 



Wave equations for the planar 

electrodynamics

Reason for justifying decoupling:



Equations of Motion:



Dispersion relation

� Taking the time derivative of the motion 
equation for the magnetic field, 

and replacing  the Bianchi identity,

we obtain:



Dispersion relation

� We have obtained an equation like this:



The Dispersion relation is:

� At first order:

This dispersion relation implies a nonbirefringent theory
at any order!



Stationary Solutions

� Equations of motion for the 3-potential:

Scalar:

Vector:

Decoupling:

Solution:

Green equation:



Green’s function and eletric solution

The Green’s Function is:

Where it was used:



Electric field solution for pointlike charge

� The electric field presents a 1/r2 behavior and a 
radial behavior, except for the term in (kDE ), which is 
non radial.

The first order scalar potential is:



Magnetic field solution

Wave equation:

Stationary solution for the magnetic field:

Solution by the Green method:



Magnetic field solution for pointlike charge

� The magnetic field decays with 1/r, and a nonradial 
behavior.

At first order:





Dimensional reduction of the non-

birefringent CPT-even sector of SME

� Another possibility is to perform the dimensional 
reduction starting from the nonbirefringent sector 
of SME, parametrized as:

The nonbirefringent (1+3) Lagrangian is:



Dimensional reduction procedure

� This Lagrangian confirms the nonbirefringent
character of the previous electrodynamics (Z tensor).

The nonbirefringent planar Lagrangian is:

where:

It has 6 components.

It has 4 components.

1 constraint.



Pure electromagnetic sector

� Equations of motion

� For the 3-potential



Solutions for the 4-potential

� Green funtion:

� General Solution:



Green´s functions in momentum space

� We can evaluate the Green’s funtions from 
the equation:



Green’s functions

� Evaluating the Fourier transforms: 



Solutions for pointlike charges

� Previous result:

� Electric sector:

� Magnetic sector:

� Previous result:

� It holds the correspondence:



Conclusions and Perspectives:

� The present Lorentz-violating planar 

electrodynamics was analyzed in its classical 

aspects. 

� Search for situations  able to yield upper bounds 

on the planar parameters.

� The evaluation of the gauge propagator and 

analysis of consistency (causality, unitarity) is now 

under progress.

� Applications on  planar vortex systems are also 

under  development.
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